
Noise! Sound Manual

The Noise! Synthesizer is a CMOS IC based instrument.
The synth has 4 squarewave oscillators that modulate each other and go throught a clock divider.
After that, the separate divider outputs are mixed and shaped together.

The Noise! has 4 knobs. They control the pitches of the 4 squarewave oscillators.
They are orientated LEFT. So left is noise (fast) , right is bleeps and pulse (slow)
All knobs influence each other. 

The CV inputs are attenuated by the knobs. You can use LFO's and envelopes to graduately modulate 
the pitches of the squarewave oscillators. Use faster sources for experimenting!
When a knob is fully CCW, no CV will come in.
Turn the knob a bit to the right to hear the CV action. 
With the 4th CV input you can gate the Oscillator. Just input an envelope or a gate signal and open up 
the 4th knob (turn it a bit to the right). 

The Noise Oscillator has several  internal patching bays. 

The middle header "Y1_noisebay" has 12 outputs of the clock divider.
Output scale / divided by 4096, 2048, 1024, 512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2

The Y2_patchbay and the Y3_patchbay are the input locations.
The 5 pins of the header of Y2 are mixed together, so it does not matter where you patch a cable.
The 5 pins of the Y3 connect to 4 EXOR gates, which will result in a pseudo ringmod effect.

Y2 is connected to OUT2
Y3 is connected to OUT3

To make a new patch, simply connect one or more  pinwires from the Y1_Noisebay to Y2 or Y3.
Listen to the OUT2 or OUT3 outputs to hear the differences in the sound.
You can make several connections!
Turn the knobs! It is possible to get LFO rate signals you might not hear.

If you are interested in modifying the Noise Module, check out the last page of the Build Guide.
You can email me if you have any questions : martijn@reverselandfill.org


